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The Generation 7000 range from 
Miele represents the brand’s biggest 
launch in its history. Not only in terms 
of the amount of products but also the 
technology and innovation behind them.

A Generation 7000 kitchen is all about 
flow, perfect results and simplicity of 
use during your cooking experience 
at home. We want to provide useful 
solutions to our consumers that add 
value to their lives.

Re-think the way you are able to 
control, interact and produce amazing 
cooking results with your Miele 
Generation 7000 household appliances.

Generation 7000 
Built-in Appliances 
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Generation 7000 
Design lines and colours

ArtLine
Fully streamlined | Handleless | Perfectly integrated

Brilliant White*

Brilliant White*

Graphite Grey

Graphite Grey

Obsidian Black

Obsidian Black

CleanSteel

CleanSteel

VitroLine
Consistent design with glass handle | Timeless | 
Modern 

PureLine
Horizontal accentuation | High proportion of glass | Striking handle

ContourLine
Classic interpretation | Focus on stainless steel | Functional
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Available colours per design line

Design Line Graphite Grey Obsidian Black Brilliant White* CleanSteel

ArtLine -

VitroLine -

PureLine - - -

ContourLine - - -

VitroLine - Brilliant white*

*Brilliant white is made to order. Approx. 3 month lead time
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Generation 7000 
Control/Display types (oven fascia panel shown)

M Touch – Maximum elegance meets maximum convenience. The innovative full touch display 
offers unbeatable aesthetics and convenience: control your appliance quickly and intuitively by 
touching or swiping the display. Many functions can be selected with a single touch of a finger. 
Text and symbols are always clearly visible. 

M Touch S  – Sophisticated appearance and function. Our tried and tested M Touch 
technology is also available with a narrow display, while still providing the same functions.

DirectSensor – Direct selection plus 4-line clear text display. Sensor controls can be used to 
directly select the desired mode. Other options and settings are available via the four-line clear 
text display.

DirectSensor S – Direct selection plus 1-line clear text display. Sensor controls can be used to 
directly select the desired mode. Other options and setting are available via the single line clear 
text display. 

EasyControl – In this case, the appliance is conveniently and quickly operated via two 
retractable rotary dials. Status information such as time and temperature settings appear in a 
large 7-segment LC display.

Prestige Class

Premium Class

Lifestyle Class

Lifestyle Class

Discovery Class
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VoiceControl* w/Amazon Alexa
Imagine a kitchen where you can talk to your 
appliances and where your voice can control 
the actions of your appliances. Miele Generation 
7000 appliances make this a reality thanks to 
VoiceControl.

“Alexa, ask Miele to switch operating modes from 
FanPlus to FanGrill”
“Alexa, ask Miele how long is left on the cooking 
process”
“Alexa, ask Miele to switch on the ranghood lights”

Make things easier for yourself with VoiceControl.

MotionReact
Appliances that sense your movement and help you 
on your way.

Models featuring MotionReact will switch on the 
appliance, interior lighting and even stop loud buzzer 
tones by simply walking past them or waving your 
hand in front of the sensor.

This makes viewing the food inside, or stopping the 
buzzer extremely simple, especially when you’ve 
already got enough going on in the kitchen.

SuperVision
With SuperVision, the status of your domestic 
appliances is always visible at a glance without 
having to use your smartphone. Instead – 
information will be visible through the M TOUCH 
display from your built-in appliances.

This means you can check the remaining times and 
status of your Washing Machine or Tumble Dryer 
that are far away in the laundry without needing to 
interrupt what you’re doing in the kitchen.

* Available beginning of 2020

Generation 7000 
Re-imagine the way you interact with your appliances
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Generation 7000 
Miele@mobile App

Miele@mobile app
The Miele@mobile app offers a wide 
range of functions that enable you to 
monitor and operate your appliances to 
achieve the best possible results.

Assistants 
The interactive assistant for washing 
machines, tumble dryers and 
dishwashers recommends the most 
suitable wash or drying programme.  
This will ensure amazing results  
every time. 

Recipes
Here you quickly can find the right recipe 
for every occasion. Incorporated how-to-
videos make food preparation simple.

MobileControl
With MobileControl you can select 
different programmes on a number of 
your household appliances even if you 
are not at home.
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https://apps.apple.com/au/app/miele-mobile/id930406907
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Remote Updating

Did you know that connecting your appliances to the Miele@Mobile App 
allows you to receive software updates for your appliances? 

If there is an update it will be sent to you via a push notification and you 
can choose if you wish to download the update or not.

This means your appliances are always up to date with the latest 
software and built-in smarts.
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Ovens
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Generation 7000 
Oven Product Class Pyramid

Prestige Class

H 7890 BP

H 7860 BPX H 7860 BP

H 7660 BP

H 7464 BPX      H 7464 BP

H 7264 BP                    H 7260 BP  H 7164 BP

H 2267-1 B
H 2267-1 BP

H 2760 B
H 2760 BP

H 2860 B
H 2860 BP

Inspire the exceptional

Experience new conveniences

Enhance lifestyle through Miele core technologies

Discover the quality that is Miele

Premium Class

Lifestyle Class

Discovery Class

At Miele we believe we offer a suitable product for everyone. We place our products into 
different product classes to help you understand the range better.

Based on the qualifying questions you ask and the information you receive from your customer, 
you can comfortably and confidently recommend them a product from one of these classes.
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PerfectClean Enamel
We all know the pain of needing to scrub and soak our 
baking trays to keep them clean. Miele’s PerfectClean 
enamel takes away this stress thanks to its special non-stick 
properties.
PerfectClean coating smooths the surface of the enamel 
meaning baked on food is easy to wipe off with a microfiber 
cloth and hot soapy water. 
Don’t spend your time scrubbing trays, spend your time on 
more enjoyable things!

Tested and tested … and tested!
Miele Ovens are put through rigorous testing to 
ensure they will stand the test of time.
 - 24,000 opening and closing cycles for the door
 -  100,000 scourer tests for the enamel interior  

and trays
 -  120hrs of cooking/reheating Mousakka to 

ensure no rust to the interior
With Miele, you’ll know you’ve chosen an appliance 
that will last.

CleanGlass/CoolTouch door
The door construction of Miele ovens is a 
sign of our quality craftsmanship. It can be 
easily removed for cleaning and also remains 
cool to touch even through extremely high 
temperatures.
Simple to clean and safe for you and  
your family.

^Terms and conditions apply. Visit www.miele20years.com.au

Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Built-in Ovens 

German engineered and tested to the 
equivalent of 20 years’ average usage^

MIELE DNA
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Built-in Ovens

TasteControl
Unique RapidCooling ventilation technology  
can cool the oven compartment down by up to 
100°C in approx. 10 minutes, depending on exactly 
what’s inside. This stops the chance of your food 
continuing to cook. By utilising the KeepWarm 
feature simultaneously, you can also have your food 
kept at optimum serving temperature.
So don’t worry if you’re running late or busy with 
your friends, TasteControl will ensure your food is still 
delicious when you get there to take it out.

MoisturePlus
Adding moisture into the oven cavity provides the 
optimum environment for certain foods such as meats 
and breads.
Miele’s MoisturePlus feature allows easy and 
convenient dispensing of moisture either manually or 
fully automatically into the oven cavity.
A suction tube draws up the required amount of water 
prior to the cooking programme and is dispensed at 
selected intervals.

FoodView
FoodView allows you to see your food at any 
time through the Miele@mobile app and make  
changes on the fly. This way you can spend more  
time entertaining your guests and less time opening  
the oven door to check on the food.
This unique camera is the first of its kind being able 
to withstand all the harsh environments that the oven 
produces. Temperatures up to 440°C, dry heat when 
using FanPlus and hot humid environment when using 
MoisturePlus are a breeze for the camera to handle.
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Built-in Ovens

Pyrolytic Cleaning & PyroFit accessories
All Generation 7000 ovens feature efficient and 
economical pyrolytic cleaning programmes. By 
utilising residual heat at the end of the cycle less 
energy is wasted throughout the cleaning programme 
whilst achieving amazing results!
The majority of the oven range also have PyroFit 
accessories meaning they can be left inside whilst 
the pyrolytic cycle is running. Baking trays still need 
to be removed.

Automatic Programmes
Don’t see yourself as much of a cook? Want amazing 
and repeatable results every time from your oven? 
Miele’s automatic programmes are perfect for you.
Miele have tested their automatic programmes 
beyond belief meaning they will utilise whatever oven 
functionality required completely automatically for you. 
At the touch of one button.
You can choose parameters based on your desired 
level of done-ness and let the oven do the rest.
We are the only manufacturer to provide unique stage 
cooking parameters for fully automatic programmes.

FlexiClips
When you need to remove trays and large dishes 
from the oven, you want it to be safe. Miele FlexiClips 
extend fully outside the oven cavity allowing you to 
grab any trays or dishes easily and safely.
The runners can be positioned on any shelf level within 
the oven for your ultimate convenience.
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H 2267-1 B H 2267-1 BP
Capacity 76 l 76 l
Display/Controls EasyControl EasyControl
Cooking Functions 8 7
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning YES / - - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories - -
Door Construction Triple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose - -
Halogen Light / LED YES / - YES / -

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert - -
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW - -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Discovery Class)

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White
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H 2860 B H 2860 BP
Capacity 76 l 76 l
Display/Controls EasyControl EasyControl
Cooking Functions 8 7
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning YES / - - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories - -
Door Construction Triple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Halogen Light / LED YES / - YES / -

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1 x1
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel H 2760 B H 2760 BP
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  /   
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Discovery Class)
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Lifestyle Class)

H 7260 BP H 7264 BP
Capacity 76 l 76 l
Display/Controls DirectSensor S DirectSensor S
Cooking Functions 9 11
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning - / YES - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories - -
Door Construction Quadruple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Automatic Programmes 25 programmes 25 programmes
User Programmes 20 programmes 20 programmes
Moisture Plus - YES
Crisp Function - -
TasteControl - -
Corded Food Probe/Wireless Food Probe - -
FoodView - -
Appliance Networking - YES
SuperVision Display - -
MotionReact - -
Halogen Light / LED - / YES - / YES

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1 x1
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - H 7164 BP
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Yellow highlight indicates difference between 
previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, 
BRW = Brilliant White
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Lifestyle Class)

H 7464 BP H 7464 BPX
Capacity 76 l 76 l
Display/Controls DirectSensor DirectSensor
Cooking Functions 14 14
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning - / YES - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories YES YES
Door Construction Quadruple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Automatic Programmes 50 programmes 50 programmes
User Programmes 20 programmes 20 programmes
Moisture Plus YES YES
Crisp Function YES YES
TasteControl YES YES
Corded Food Probe/Wireless Food Probe YES / - YES
FoodView - -
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision Display - -
MotionReact - -
Halogen Light / LED - / YES - / YES

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1 x1
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  / 

Yellow highlight indicates difference between 
previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, 
BRW = Brilliant White
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Premium Class)

H 7660 BP
Capacity 76 l
Display/Controls M Touch S
Cooking Functions 17
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories YES
Door Construction Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES
Automatic Programmes >150 programmes
User Programmes 20 programmes
Moisture Plus YES
Crisp Function YES
TasteControl YES
Corded Food Probe/Wireless Food Probe YES / -
FoodView -
Appliance Networking YES
SuperVision Display YES
MotionReact YES
Halogen Light/BrilliantLight LED - / YES

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1
Multi-purpose tray x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1
Wire racks x2
Flexi-clips x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -

Yellow highlight indicates difference between 
previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, 
BRW = Brilliant White
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H 7860 BP H 7860 BPX
Capacity 76 l 76 l
Display/Controls M Touch M Touch
Cooking Functions 17 17
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning - / YES - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories YES YES
Door Construction Quadruple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Automatic Programmes >150 programmes >150 programmes
User Programmes 20 programmes 20 programmes
Moisture Plus YES YES
Crisp Function YES YES
TasteControl YES YES
Corded Food Probe/Wireless Food Probe - / YES - / YES
FoodView YES YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision Display YES YES
MotionReact YES YES
Halogen Light/BrilliantLight LED - / YES - / YES

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1 x1
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  / 

Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens  
(Prestige Class)
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H 2890 B H 7890 BP
Capacity 90 l 90 l
Display/Controls EasyControl M Touch
Cooking Functions 8 17
Interior Enamel PerfectClean Enamel PerfectClean Enamel
Catalytic Liner/Pyrolytic Cleaning YES / - - / YES
Pyrofit Accessories - YES
Door Construction Triple Glazing Quadruple Glazing
SoftOpen / SoftClose - YES / YES
Automatic Programmes - >150 programmes
User Programmes - 20 programmes
Moisture Plus - YES
Rotisserie - YES
Crisp Function - YES
Corded Food Probe / Wireless Food Probe - / - - / YES
FoodView - YES
Appliance Networking - YES
SuperVision Display - YES
MotionReact - YES
Halogen Light/BrilliantLight LED YES / - - / YES

Accessories Supplied
Baking tray x1 x1
Multi-purpose tray x1 x1
Grilling and roasting insert x1 x1
Wire racks x2 x2
Flexi-clips x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW - -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Generation 7000 
Built-in 90 cm Ovens

Yellow highlight indicates difference between 
previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, 
BRW = Brilliant White
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PerfectClean
This unique finish is found on all 
interiors of Miele built-in ovens and 

on all baking and roasting trays. This special 
blend of ingredients is baked on at an 
extremely high temperature and smoothens 
out the sharp surface of the enamel.  
Enjoy simple to clean oven interiors and 
baking trays thanks to PerfectClean.

PyroFit Accessories
All H 7400, H 7600 and H 7800 
ovens come standard with PyroFit 

accessories meaning they can be left inside 
the oven when running a pyrolytic cycle. 
Coated with a special graphite finish the side 
rails, chrome racks and FlexiClip runners can 
all be left inside the cavity. Baking trays must 
still be removed.

FlexiClip Runners
Fully telescopic runners allow baking 
trays, universal trays, racks and Miele 

gourmet oven dishes to be pulled clear of the 
oven safely and securely. This allows you, for 
example, to baste or turn a roast outside the 
hot oven without the risk of getting burned. 
They can be positioned on any shelf level.

MoisturePlus
Retaining moisture inside meats 
or ensuring a nice crust on bread 

is not always easy in a dry environment. 
MoisturePlus allows the addition of moisture to 
be burst into the cavity to ensure the optimum 
environment. Depending on the model of 
oven, these bursts of moisture can even be 
timed to release automatically during the 
cooking phase. This means you can focus 
on other things and still be assured of great 
cooking results.

TasteControl
Miele’s patented TasteControl feature 
combines rapid cooling technology 

with keep warm functionality. You may find 
yourself unable to remove food from the oven 
when the timer has gone off and cooking has 
finished. Rapid Cooling will cool the oven by 
100 ˚C in approximately 5 minutes and remain 
warm at a selected temperature until you are 
able to come to the oven and remove the 
food. This means less wastage and greater 
peace of mind.

FoodView
Using the Miele@mobile app users 
can view their food without even 

needing to be at the oven. The HD camera 
inside shows a live image of the contents 
inside that is updated every 60 seconds.  
You can even use the app to make changes 
to the settings. More time with your guests 
and less time worrying about your food.

SuperVision
One appliance to view them all! Select one 
SuperVision enabled master appliance to 
view the status of your other appliances.  
You can view the status of your washing 
machine in the laundry without the need to 
leave the kitchen.

MotionReact
A sensor on the panel of the oven senses as 
you are moving towards it. This, for example, 
will switch oven light and fascia on, or turn off 
an alarm if a programme has finished.  
This innovative feature frees up more manual 
work which can be a relief when things are 
hectic in the kitchen. 

Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens Glossary
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Appliance Networking
If your Miele oven is Wi-Fi enabled it can be 
connected to the Miele@mobile app allowing 
you to view all the information at any time 
from the touch of your finger. You will be able 
to receive status notifications to your phone, 
operate the appliance via the MobileControl 
function and even receive software updates 
should they become available for your 
appliance. 

Crisp Function
Miele’s Crisp Function is perfect for 
foods that retain a lot of moisture but 
you want to crisp, such as roast potatoes 
or gourmet style pizzas. When the Crisp 
Function is selected, vents open on the 
back panel of the oven actively drawing out 
moisture to create a dry environment. This 
can be selected on and off as you please 
throughout the cooking cycle.

User Programmes
You know the way you like food cooked the 
most, so with Miele’s User Programmes you 
can create and save your own programmes, 
and name them whatever you like. Perhaps 
you want to make things simple for your kids, 
create a programme for them and all they 
need to do is put food in and select their 
programme. The possibilities are endless with 
Miele’s User Programmes.

Automatic Programmes
Automatic programmes are the 
pinnacle of user convenience.  

Simply select a food you wish to cook and 
answer a few questions about how you  
want it cooked. Then place the food in the 
oven and taste the amazing results.  
Miele’s automatic programmes are tested 
endlessly to ensure fantastic results across 
hundreds of different foods.

Wireless Food Probe
The wireless food probe from 
Miele means repeatable perfect 

results, every time. The probe sends live 
signals to a receiver in the cavity that updates 
you in real time of the core temperature of 
the food inside. Once the core temperature 
is reached your oven will automatically turn 
off to ensure that your food doesn’t dry out. 
For ultimate convenience, this wireless food 
probe is dishwasher safe.

Generation 7000 
Built-In Ovens Glossary
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Generation 7000 
Steam Appliances
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Generation 7000 
Steam Oven Product Class Pyramid

Prestige Class

DGC 7840
DGC 7840 X 
DGC 7845

DGC 7440, DGC 7440 X
DGC 7460

DGC 7845 X
DGC 7860
DGC 7865

DGM 7640

DG 7440 DGM 7440

DG 2740 DG 2840

Inspire the exceptional

Experience new conveniences

Enhance lifestyle through Miele core technologies

Discover the quality that is Miele

Premium Class

Lifestyle Class

Discovery Class

At Miele we believe we offer a suitable product for everyone. We place our products into 
different product classes to help you understand the range better.

Based on the qualifying questions you ask and the information you receive from your customer, 
you can comfortably and confidently recommend them a product from one of these classes.

DG = Steam, DGC = Steam-Combi, DGM = Steam w/Microwave
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Steam Appliances

Straight Steam (DG)
Steam cooking is undoubtedly the most gentle and 
healthy way to cook food. Steam cooking retains 
vitamins, nutrients, colour, shape and structure 
of foods. With short heat up times and precise 
temperatures, Miele’s straight steam appliances are 
known for delivering outstanding results.

Having brought to market the first Built-In steam oven in 1998,  
Miele are experts in the field of steam and offer the broadest range  
of steam appliances to suit your ideal kitchen.

Steam-Microwave Combination (DGM)
100% steam, 100% microwave and now, for the 
first time ever, the ability to use both technologies in 
combination. The DGM from Miele is the perfect option 
for the second niche if you aren’t quite ready to give up 
the convenience of a microwave but know the benefits 
of steam cooking. No compromise is required with 
Miele’s DGM appliances.

Steam-Combination (DGC)
Receive the benefit of a fully-fledged steam oven, 
a fully-fledged conventional oven and the ability to 
combine both cooking types together. Miele combi-
steamers are technology and feature packed and offer 
an unbeatable experience and cooking result.
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Steam Appliances

External Steam Generation
With all Miele Built-in steam oven appliances the steam is generated 
outside the cavity and then injected inside once enough steam has 
been created. This has many benefits:
• Fast heat up times
• No inadvertent cooking during the heat up phase
• Even steam distribution into the cavity

The timer begins to countdown as soon as the selected temperature 
is reached ensuring that your food is cooked for the entire duration at 
the requested temperature.
The true taste, colour and aroma of foods are retained thanks to 
external steam generation.

Sous-vide cooking function
How much do you love going out and tasting that perfect steak 
from a restaurant? 
The sous-vide cooking function on Miele steam ovens allows you 
to cook at precision temperatures for extended periods of times. 
You can actually set the temperature to 1°C increments meaning 
if you like a medium rare steak with a core temp of 56°C, you can 
have it that way!
Fish is another protein that benefits greatly from sous-vide style 
cooking as it can overcook easily. With the sous-vide function you 
can set the perfect temperature to prevent this.
For ideal results when cooking on the sous-vide function, food can 
be vac sealed in the Miele Vacuum-Sealing Drawer.
These two appliances are the ultimate combination for restaurant 
quality results inside your own home.

DualSteam Technology
Whether you’re cooking one tray of food or four trays 
of food across three shelf levels for a group, DualSteam 
technology ensures amazing results.
The 3.3kW external steam generator creates steam swiftly and 
then injects it at high pressure via two inlets into the cavity. Heat 
up times are kept extremely low and the cooking results are 
fantastic even when cooking on multiple shelf levels.
A temperature sensor is constantly monitoring the cavity 
temperature and more steam is inject when required.
Be assured of amazing results every time with DualSteam.
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DG 6010
Display/Controls EasySensor
Oven compartment volume in l 24
Water tank capacity in l 1.2 
Steam Delivery MonoSteam Technology
Exterior Finish Obsidian Black
Cavity Finish Stainless Steel
Automatic Programmes -
Auto Steam Reduction -

Accessories Supplied
Perforated stainless-steel containers 2
Solid full size stainless-steel tray 1
Stainless-steel side racks 2 (one each side)
Appliance Dimensions (W x H x D) 495 mm x 382 mm x 327 mm

Generation 7000 
Benchtop Steam Appliance
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Straight Steam Appliances 
(Discovery & Lifestyle Class)

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White

DG 2840 DG 7440
Appliance type Straight Steam Straight Steam
Display/Controls EasySensor DirectSensor
Oven compartment volume in l 40 40
Water tank capacity in l 1.5 1.5
Steam Delivery DualSteam Technology DualSteam Technology
Automatic Programmes - 50
User Programmes - 20
Cavity Finish Stainless steel linen finish Stainless steel linen finish
Auto Steam Reduction YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Plumbed option - -
MotionReact - -
Appliance Networking - YES
SuperVision - -

Accessories Supplied
Perforated stainless steel containers x2 x2
Solid stainless steel containers x1 x1
Wire rack x1 x1
Drip tray x1 x1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel DG 2740 -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /    /  /   
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Steam Combination 
Appliances - 45cm x 60cm 
(Lifestyle Class)

DGC 7440 XL DGC 7440 X XL
Appliance type Steam-Combination Steam-Combination
Display/Controls DirectSensor DirectSensor
Oven compartment volume in l 48 48
Water tank capacity in l 1.4 1.4
Steam Delivery DualSteam Technology DualSteam Technology
Automatic Programmes 75+ 75+
User Programmes 20 20
Cavity Finish Stainless steel linen finish Stainless steel linen finish
Auto Steam Reduction YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Plumbed option - -
MotionReact - -
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision - -
Mix & Match YES YES

Accessories Supplied
Universal tray with PerfectClean 1 1
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1 1
Perforated stainless steel containers 1 1
Solid stainless steel containers 1 1
FlexiClip runners with PerfectClean - -

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  / 

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White
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DGC 7840 XL DGC 7840 X XL
Appliance type Steam-Combination Steam-Combination
Display/Controls M Touch M Touch
Oven compartment volume in l 48 48
Water tank capacity in l 1.4 1.4
Steam Delivery DualSteam Technology DualSteam Technology
Automatic Programmes 150+ 150+
User Programmes 20 20
Cavity Finish Stainless steel linen finish Stainless steel linen finish
Auto Steam Reduction YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Corded Food Probe / Wireless Food Probe - / YES - / YES
Plumbed option DGC 7845 XL DGC 7845 X XL
MotionReact YES YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision YES YES
Mix & Match YES YES

Accessories Supplied
Universal tray with PerfectClean 1 1
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1 1
Perforated stainless steel containers 2 2
Solid stainless steel containers 1 1
FlexiClip runners with PerfectClean 1 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  / 

Generation 7000 
Built-In Steam Combination 
Appliances - 45cm x 60cm 
(Lifestyle Class)
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Generation 7000 
Built-In Steam Combination 
Appliances 60cm x 60cm 
(Lifestyle & Prestige Class)

DGC 7460 XXL DGC 7860 XXL
Appliance type Steam-Combination Steam-Combination
Display/Controls DirectSensor M Touch
Oven compartment volume in l 68 68 
Water tank capacity in l 1.4 1.4
Steam Delivery DualSteam Technology DualSteam Technology
Automatic Programmes 75+ 150+
User Programmes 20 20
Cavity Finish Stainless steel linen finish Stainless steel linen finish
Auto Steam Reduction YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Corded Food Probe / Wireless Food Probe - / - - / YES
Plumbed option - DGC 7865
MotionReact - YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision - YES
Mix & Match - YES

Accessories Supplied
Universal tray with PerfectClean 1 1
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1 1
Perforated stainless steel containers 1 2
Solid stainless steel containers 1 1
FlexiClip runners with PerfectClean - 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White
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DGM 7440 DGM 7640
Appliance type Steam & Microwave 

Combination
Steam & Microwave 
Combination

Display/Controls DirectSensor M Touch S
Oven compartment volume in l 40 40
Water tank capacity in l 1.5 1.5
Steam Delivery DualSteam Technology DualSteam Technology
Automatic Programmes 50+ 100+
User Programmes 20 20
Cavity Finish Stainless steel linen finish Stainless steel linen finish
Auto Steam Reduction YES YES
Microwave Technology Inverter Inverter
Microwave Wattage 80 - 1000 80 -1000
Popcorn Function YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
MotionReact - YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision - YES

Accessories Supplied
Glass Tray     1 1
Perforated stainless steel container 2 2
Solid stainless steel container  1 1
Deep solid stainless steel container - 1
Wire rack 1 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -

Generation 7000 
Built-In Steam & Microwave 
Combination Appliances
(Lifestyle & Premium Class)
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External Steam Generation
Miele steam appliances create steam outside 
of the cavity via an external steam generator. 
Once enough steam has been created it 
pumps it into the cavity ensuring extremely 
quick heat up times and optimum steam 
distribution. External steam generation means 
no inadvertent cooking of food during the 
heat up phase.

DualSteam Technology
All Miele steam appliances feature 
DualSteam technology that injects 

steam via two inlets into the cavity. Steam is 
pumped in at a high pressure which provides 
fast heat up times and precision temperature 
control.

Automatic Steam Reduction
At the end of the cooking programme, the 
steam oven door opens slightly to release 
steam out of the oven cavity. Automatic 
Steam Reduction means you have less steam 
billowing out at the end of the programme, 
and less water to wipe away.

Quantity Independent Cooking
In a steam oven, it does not matter how 
many of one item you have inside the cavity, 
as long as they are the same portion size they 
will all cook together at the same time.  
For example, 1 hardboiled egg takes 3 
minutes to cook at 100°C. To cook 20 
hardboiled eggs would also take 3 minutes 
at 100°C. This makes entertaining for a large 
amount of guests extremely simple and quick.

User Programmes
You know the way you like food cooked the 
most, so with Miele’s User Programmes you 
can create and save your own programmes, 
and name them whatever you like. Perhaps 
you want to make things simple for your kids, 
create a programme for them and all they 
need to do is put food in and select their 
programme. The possibilities are endless with 
Miele’s User Programmes.

Mix & Match (DGC only)
Got some left overs in the fridge and 
pantry? Not sure about how they 

can be cooked together? Mix & Match in 
the Miele steam-combination ovens uses a 
unique method to cook foods together with 
a gentle or crispy finish. You can simply use 
the operating instructions to see what foods 
pair together. 

Lift-up Fascia (DGC)
Open the control panel with one 
touch, behind it you will find the 

water container, condensed water container 
and the wireless food probe. When opening 
the control panel the water container and 
condensate tank move forward for easy 
removal. This means you can re-fill the water 
tank or empty the waste water without 
opening the door. (M Touch steam  
combis only)

Generation 7000 
Steam Appliance Glossary
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Generation 7000 
Microwave & Speed Ovens
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Generation 7000 
Microwave & Speed Oven Product Class Pyramid

Prestige Class

H 7840 BM
H 7840 BMX

M 7244 TC
H 7140 BM  
H 7440 BM
H 7440 BMX

Inspire the exceptional

Experience new conveniences

Enhance lifestyle through Miele core technologies

Discover the quality that is Miele

Premium Class

Lifestyle Class

Discovery Class

At Miele we believe we offer a suitable product for everyone. We place our products into 
different product classes to help you understand the range better.

Based on the qualifying questions you ask and the information you receive from your customer, 
you can comfortably and confidently recommend them a product from one of these classes.
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Stainless-steel cavity with PerfectClean finish
Thanks to Miele’s unique PerfectClean finish and the linen 
weave structure of the stainless-steel cavity, cleaning is made 
so much simpler.

The non-stick properties of PerfectClean and the linen 
structure make it difficult for soiling to stick to the interior  
during cooking.

Microwave combination modes
Time is one thing we all want more of, so combining both 
microwave and conventional oven functions together you can 
save up to 30% in cooking durations (depending on the dish)

The two heating methods work perfectly together to provide 
amazing results whilst saving you time.

Automatic Programmes
Miele have tested their automatic programmes extensively, so 
all you need to do is select your desired food item and enjoy 
your perfect meal.

You can choose parameters based on your desired level of 
done-ness and let the oven do the rest.

Popcorn Function
The Miele popcorn function is the quickest and easiest way to 
prepare a bag of popcorn. 

Simply press the icon and it runs for the pre-determined time 
for a single bag of popcorn.

The only hard part is picking the perfect movie to go with it!

Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Microwaves & Speed Ovens
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Microwave  
(Lifestyle Class)

M 7244 TC
Appliance Type Straight Microwave
Capacity 46 l
Display/Controls DirectSensor S
Microwave Wattage 80 – 900 W
Popcorn Function YES
Quartz grill YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES
Stainless steel oven compartment YES
Cavity Lighting  LED 

Accessories Supplied
Grilling rack 1
Gourmet plate 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel -
PureLine - CleanSteel
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Speed Ovens   
(Lifestyle Class)

H 7140 BM
Appliance type Microwave & Oven Combination
Display/Controls DirectSensor S
Cavity Finish Stainless steel w/PerfectClean
Oven compartment volume in l 43
Combination Cooking Functions Microwave + AutoRoast

Microwave + Grill
Microwave + Fan Plus
Microwave + Fan Grill

Automatic Programmes 25+
Microwave Technology Inverter
Microwave Wattage 80 – 1000 W
Popcorn Function YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES
Cavity Lighting LED

Accessories Supplied
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1
Glass Tray 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW - / - / -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Speed Ovens  
(Lifestyle Class)

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White

H 7440 BM H 7440 BMX
Appliance type Microwave & Oven Combination Microwave & Oven Combination

Display/Controls Direct Sensor DirectSensor
Cavity Finish Stainless steel w/PerfectClean Stainless steel w/PerfectClean
Oven compartment volume in l 43 43
Combination Cooking Functions Microwave + AutoRoast

Microwave + Grill
Microwave + Fan Plus
Microwave + Fan Grill

Microwave + AutoRoast
Microwave + Grill
Microwave + Fan Plus
Microwave + Fan Grill

Automatic Programmes 50+ 50+
User Programmes 20 20
Microwave Technology Inverter Inverter
Microwave Wattage 80 – 1000 W 80 -1000 W
Popcorn Function YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
Cavity Lighting LED LED

Accessories Supplied
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1 1
Glass Tray 1 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /   -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  /   
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Speed Ovens  
(Prestige Class)

H 7840 BM H 7840 BMX
Appliance type Microwave & Oven Combination Microwave & Oven Combination
Display/Controls M Touch M Touch
Cavity Finish Stainless steel w/PerfectClean Stainless steel w/PerfectClean
Oven compartment volume in l 43 43
Combination Cooking Functions Microwave + AutoRoast

Microwave + Grill
Microwave + Fan Plus
Microwave + Fan Grill

Microwave + AutoRoast
Microwave + Grill
Microwave + Fan Plus
Microwave + Fan Grill

Automatic Programmes 100+ 100+
User Programmes 20 20
Microwave Technology Inverter Inverter
Microwave Wattage 80 - 1000 80 -1000
Popcorn Function YES YES
SoftOpen / SoftClose YES / YES YES / YES
Corded Food Probe YES YES
MotionReact YES YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
SuperVision YES YES
Cavity Lighting LED LED

Accessories Supplied
Wire rack with PerfectClean 1 1
Glass Tray 2 2

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /   -
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -  /  /   

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model.
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White
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Generation 7000 
Built-in Coffee Machines
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Generation 7000 
Coffee Machine Product Class Pyramid

Prestige Class

CVA 7840
CVA 7845

CVA 7440

Inspire the exceptional

Experience new conveniences

Enhance lifestyle through Miele core technologies

Discover the quality that is Miele

Premium Class

Lifestyle Class

Discovery Class

At Miele we believe we offer a suitable product for everyone. We place our products into 
different product classes to help you understand the range better.

Based on the qualifying questions you ask and the information you receive from your customer, 
you can comfortably and confidently recommend them a product from one of these classes.
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Coffee Machines

People want fresh, aromatic and tasty coffee, with a style and blend that suits them.  
Simple right? For Miele Generation 7000 Built-in coffee machines it is!

Miele coffee machines offer an experience completely unique that will keep you enjoying  
coffee no matter what your or your family’s needs are.

With Generation 7000 coffee machines Miele have 
produced world first technologies and usability which 
means no person in the house has to compromise ever 
again on their preferred coffee style. 

With up to 26 Coffee and Tea specialities on our  
machines you can enjoy coffee your way, anytime.
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Coffee Machines

AromaticSystemFresh
Miele have completely re-engineered the internal workings of their coffee 
machines. The new low-abrasive stainless steel conical grinder is positioned on an 
angle that allows the ground coffee to fall directly into the brewing chamber. 

Once grinding has completed, an impeller on the grinder ensures there are no left 
over coffee oils or particles than can mix with the next drink. The dynamic brewing 
chamber expands as water is passed through releasing flavour and aroma.  
After the water passes through the coffee is delivered into the cup  
with the perfect crema.

AromaticSystemFresh delivers the freshest  
coffee possible as the beans ground when a  
coffee speciality is pressed are the coffee  
grounds that go straight into the brew chamber,  
then into your cup.

Coffee beans drop into 
the slanted conical 
grinder and is ground 
directly into the brew unit.

Water passes through 
the dynamic brew unit 
releasing aroma and 
flavour from the coffee.

Enjoy your fresh coffee!

Exclusive
 to Miele
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Generation 7000 
Reasons to choose Miele Coffee Machines

CoffeeSelect (CVA 7800 models)
It’s no secret that coffee is enjoyed 
differently by everyone. At Miele, we don’t 
believe anyone in the household should 
have to compromise on their choice of 
coffee bean, desired taste and freshness.  
Thanks to AromaticSystemFresh, the 
CoffeeSelect feature means every user 
can enjoy coffee their way, any time!

Within the machine is three separately 
sealed bean containers that can be filled 
with different bean types. Perhaps one 
person wants their favourite espresso 
beans for straight coffee drinks. Perhaps 
someone else in the house wants decaf 
beans for coffees made later in the day. 
No matter the situation, CoffeeSelect can 
accommodate and ensure everyone can 
have their desired coffee.

Beans can be stored in separately sealed 
containers with quantities of:

1x 300g
2x 150g

For maximum user convenience each bean 
type can be assigned to each drink. You can 
even set up a user profile and personalise 
up to nine drinks to your liking.

And thanks to the self-cleaning grinder, there is no mix of flavours between each drink being 
made, even if a different bean type is selected.

Never has using a built-in automatic coffee machine been so easy!
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Coffee Machines

How does it work?
The machine uses a special algorithm to 
determine when particular types of coffees have 
been made and in what frequency to conduct 
cleaning. The cleaning cycle is usually carried 
out overnight or at a specified time when you 
won’t be using the machine.
Once the cartridges are empty you simply refit 
a new one and continue enjoying a clean and 
healthy machine.

AutoClean & AutoDescale  
(CVA 7800 models)
If there is one thing we know about 
built-in automatic coffee machines, 
it’s that they’re quite demanding with 
maintenance. 

The CVA 7840 and CVA 7845 models 
however make life simpler for you 
thanks to automatic cleaning of the milk 
pipework and automatic descaling of  
the machine.

Two cartridges feature special cleaning 
agents that take care of both of these 
normally labour intensive cleaning cycles. 

Free up your time thanks to AutoClean & 
AutoDescale.

Coffee & Tea specialities
Generation 7000 built-in coffee machines feature 
over 20 coffee and tea specialities. With such a wide 
variation of drinks there is definitely something for 
everyone to enjoy. 
However, as coffee is enjoyed differently all around 
the world, you can change the settings to suit your 
individual needs if required.

Performance modes
Are you hosting a party and need to make multiple 
coffees back to back? Perhaps you are only drinking 
black coffee drinks and want to keep the heater at 
the perfect temperature for brewing. No matter the 
situation the Generation 7000 coffee machines have a 
performance mode to suit.
Party Mode (exclusive to Miele), Latte Mode, Barista 
Mode and Eco Mode. See the glossary for more info.
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Generation 7000 
Miele Built-in Coffee Machines

*CVA 7840 available in PureLine only. **CVA 7845 (plumbed version) available in PureLine & VitroLine
Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model. GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White

CVA 7440 CVA 7840*
Appliance type Bean to cup coffee machine Bean to cup coffee machine
Display/Controls DirectSensor M Touch
Water Tank Capacity in l 2.7 2.7
Max. bar pressure 15 bar 15 bar
EasyClick Milk System YES YES
AromaticSystem Fresh YES YES
AutoClean - YES
AutoDescale - YES
Automatic Cup Sensor YES YES
CoffeeSelect - YES
Appliance Networking YES YES
One Touch/One Touch for two YES YES
UserProfiles 10 10
Individual Settings YES YES
Performance Modes YES YES
Coffee Specialities 15 15
Tea specialities 6 6
Hot water YES YES
Plumbed Option - CVA 7845**

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel - -
PureLine - CleanSteel  *

VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /    **/  **/   ** 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -
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AromaticSystemFresh
This completely unique grinding 
and brewing system from Miele 

means you are guaranteed the freshest 
coffee possible, every time. It all starts with 
the stainless steel conical grinder which is 
positioned on an incline ensuring ground 
coffee drops directly into the brew unit.  
Once grinding is complete an impeller disc 
sweeps the grinder clean. 
Water is passed through the chamber as it 
expands releasing aroma and flavours from 
the coffee into your cup.

CoffeeSelect*
The CVA 7800 features CoffeeSelect 
that allows up to 3 bean types to 

be stored and assigned to different drinks 
within the machine. This ensures ultimate 
convenience, as users don’t have to 
compromise any more on the coffee bean types 
that they enjoy. This feature is possible thanks 
to AromaticSystemFresh that ensures the 
grinder is clean completely between each drink 
meaning no transfer of flavour between beans. 
Ideal for multiple users in the one household.

AutoClean & AutoDescale*
We all know that built-in 
automatic coffee machines 

come with some maintenance requirements. 
You can forget this with the CVA 78XX 
coffee machines as they feature automatic 
cleaning of the milk pipework and automatic 
descaling of the machine. Two cartidges each 
house a special cleaning agent designed 
to automatically run a cleaning programme 
every night when the machine is not in use. 
Thanks to a special algorithm, the machine 
knows when you’ve made a coffee and when 
cleaning is required. A new cartridge is simply 
and easily replaced when it is empty.

CupSensor*
The unique CupSensor makes using 
the Generation 7000 coffee machines 

even easier. The machine recognises the 
height of the cup and positions the central 
spout accordingly. The ideal distance not 
only avoids spluttering, but also ensures the 
perfect coffee temperature and the  
best possible crema. After adding the milk, 
the spout moves upwards by 1cm to  
prevent soiling.

OneTouch / OneTouch for Two
All built-in coffee machines feature 
the well-known OneTouch and 

OneTouch for Two options. This function 
allows you to make two of the same delicious 
coffee specialties at the same time at the 
single touch of a button. As preperation takes 
less time, you have more time to enjoy your 
cup of coffee in the company of your friends 
and family.

Performance Modes
All Generation 7000 Miele coffee machines 
feature 4 different performance modes to use 
depending on your requirements.
PARTY MODE: Lengthens the gaps between 
any rinsing and cleaning cycles to ensure 
more coffees can be made in a short amount 
of time.
LATTE MODE: Keeps the heater at a warmer 
temperature for fast delivery of hot milk.
BARISTA MODE: The heater is kept at a 
perfect temperature for delivering coffee  
only drinks.
ECO MODE: Is the default setting on the 
machine, where the heater is switched off 
and will only heat up whenever a coffee  
is selected.

Generation 7000 
Built-in Coffee Machines Glossary*

*Certain models only.
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EasyClick Milk System
With the convenient EasyClick 
system, the high quality glass milk 

container clicks into place at the front of the 
machine and is easily removable. Apart from 
being easy to clean, you are always able to 
see when milk needs replenishing as the 
container is transparent.

ComfortClean
The ComfortClean system makes 
cleaning extremely simple.  
Many of the coffee machine 

components such as the water container 
and waste container can be cleaned in the 
dishwasher. This makes maintaining the 
cleanliness of the machine a breeze.

Individual Settings
The preparation parameters can be set 
individually, depending on the type of coffee 
and flavour intensity: grind, ground quantity, 
percolation temperature, pre-brew cycle and 
water quantity. This is how you extract the 
perfect flavour for your coffee speciality from 
every type of coffee, every roast.

User Profiles
Store your favourite drinks in a personal user 
profile – and let your Miele coffee machine 
greet you personally. You can save up to 10 
individual user profiles. Each profile contains 
all parameters for your favourite beverage: 
quantity of coffee, water temperature and 
quantity, with or without milk. 

With CoffeeSelect you can also assign a bean 
type to any drink of your choice.

Generation 7000 
Built-in Coffee Machines Glossary
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Generation 7000 
Gourmet Warmer & Vacuum Sealing Drawers
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Gourmet Warmer Drawers

4 operating modes
Miele gourmet warmer drawers have  
many uses.
• Cup warming
• Heating crockery/dishes
• Keeping food warm
• Lowe Temperature cooking
Miele gourmet warmer drawers are available 
in two sizes (14cm high or 29cm high) and in 
multiple colours. 

There are no limits to what ca be achieved!

Low Temperature Cooking
A Miele Gourmet Warmer drawer 
allows you to slow cook food 
as it can reach a temperature of 
up to 85°C. Slow cooking food 
ensures aromatic, tender and 
succulent results for meats and 
means vitamins and nutrients are 
maintained in foods.

In continuous operation mode the 
drawer will run for a maximum of  
12 hours. Plenty of time for that 
perfect slow cooked result!
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Gourmet Warmer Drawers

Wire Rack (ESW 7020)
The wire rack in the 29cm high models 
allows you to have an extra shelf level of 
storage meaning you can store much  
more items.

The rack is perfect for holding more 
crockery or even oven dishes with cooked 
food in it that you want to keep warm.

Touch controls
Miele gourmet warmer drawers are so simple 
to operate thanks to the touch control panel. 
You simply select the icon that represent the 
operating mode you want to use, then select 
the heat setting on the slide bar.

Your chosen settings are always backlit to 
show you what you have selected.

Non-slip liner
This clever liner provides a secure base for 
your cups/glasses or crockery to sit on.

This minimises the chances of any  
damage to items when opening and closing 
the door.

The liner can be removed easily when any 
cleaning of the drawer is required.
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Generation 7000 
Gourmet Warmer Drawers

Yellow highlight indicates difference between previous model. 
GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White

ESW 7010 ESW 7020
Appliance height 14 cm 29 cm
Display/Controls Flush in-door touch display Flush in-door touch display
Place settings 6 12
Temperature regulation 40°C – 85°C 40°C – 85°C
Operating Modes Cup Warming

Plate Warming
Food Warming
Low Temperature Cooking

Cup Warming
Plate Warming
Food Warming
Low Temperature Cooking

Sous-chef cook book Supplied Supplied
Handle-less drawer YES YES

Accessories Supplied
Anti-slip mat 1 1
Wire rack for increased capacity - 1

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel ESW 7110 ESW 7120
PureLine - CleanSteel - -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  /    /  /   
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW - -
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Vacuum Sealing Drawer

Convenient food portioning
One of the biggest trends today is meal prepping 
healthy food for the entire week ahead. With Miele’s 
EVS drawer, portioning is simple and quick.
You can seal everything from the gentlest types of 
foods such as berries and potato chips through to 
liquids such as soups and stocks. Even everyday 
foods like meat and vegetables are perfect for storage 
in a sealed bag.
Food lasts considerably longer when sealed as it does 
not spoil as quick resulting in far less wastage.
Ge the most out of your food thanks to convenient 
food portioning with Miele’s EVS drawer.
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Generation 7000  
Reasons to choose Miele Vacuum Sealing Drawer

Miele Quality
Miele EVS drawer has a stainless steel chamber providing a 
high level of durability and a simple to clean cavity.

It achieves a vacuum of up to 99.8% thanks to the pressure 
resistant lid and vacuum motor allowing foods to be sealed so 
well they last considerably longer. 

Rest assured that when using the Miele EVS drawer it has 
been tested to our rigorous standards ensuring amazing results 
for years to come.

Sous-vide Cooking
Cooking food under vacuum is one of the best ways to ensure 
nutrients and vitamins are maintained in the food. On top of that 
is such a gentle way of cooking you basically have no chance of 
overcooking food.
The EVS drawer is the perfect complimentary appliance for any 
Miele steam oven as you can prepare all kinds of foods that can 
then be placed in the steam oven and cooked using the sous-
vide function.
Now you can re-create those perfect items you get from 
restaurants in your own home.

Push2Open mechanism
Miele’s vacuum sealing drawer is the same size as a gourmet 
warmer drawer therefore allowing you a second option if you 
need a drawer appliance to fit with your design scheme.

The push2open mechanism works with just the slightest of 
pressure on the door, making it so simple to pop open if you 
have your hands full.

To close it back up gently push the body of the drawer back 
in and hear it click into place. The drawer will perform its tasks 
if the body is pushed in also meaning it can be out of the way 
whilst you do your thing in the kitchen.
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Generation 7000 
Vacuum Sealing Drawer

EVS 7010
Appliance height 14 cm
Display/Controls Flush in-door touch controls
Operating Modes Vacuum Level 1, 2 & 3

Sealing Level 1, 2 & 3
Vacuum settings for external containers

Maximum vacuum in chamber 99.8%
Pump capacity in m³/h 4
Capacity of vacuum chamber in l 8
Sous-vide cook book Supplied
Handle-less drawer YES

Accessories Supplied
Miele vacuum sealing bag 180 x 280 mm 1 pack (50 bags)
Miele vacuum sealing bag 240 x 350 mm 1 pack (50 bags)
Adapter for vacuum sealing container YES

Available Design Lines
ContourLine - CleanSteel -
PureLine - CleanSteel -
VitroLine - GG / OBSW / BRW  /  / 
ArtLine (Handle-less) - GG / OBSW / BRW -

Please ensure transit screws are removed from the back of the unit before installation.
Refer to the operating instructions for details.

GG = Graphite Grey, OBSW = Obsidian Black, BRW = Brilliant White
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Generation 
6000

Generation 
7000

Key additions
/ highlights

Available  
design lines

60CM BUILT-IN OVENS
H 2265 B H 2267-1 B + Flexiclips PureLine

H 2265 BP H 2267-1 BP + Flexiclips PureLine

H 2261 B H 2760 B (CL)
H 2860 B (PL)

+ Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose

ContourLine
PureLine

H 2261 BP H 2760 BP (CL) 
H 2860 BP (PL, VL)

+ Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose

ContourLine
PureLine
VitroLine

H 7260 BP (PL) + Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ DirectSensor S
+ MultiLingual

+   Auto Programmes 
No Moisture Plus 
(bridging model)

PureLine

H 6267 BP H 7164 BP (CL)
H 7264 BP (PL, VL)

+ DirectSensor S
+ Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ WiFi

+ MultiLingual
+ Auto Programmes
+  Moisture Plus  

standard

ContourLine
PureLine
VitroLine

H 6461 BP
H 6461 BPX

H 7464 BP (PL, VL)
H 7464 BPX (AL)

+ DirectSensor
+ Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ WiFi
+ TasteControl

+ Crisp Function
+ Food probe
+  MoisturePlus  

advanced

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

H 6660 BP H 7660 BP (PL, VL) + MTouch S
+ Flexiclips
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ WiFi

+ TasteControl
+ SuperVision
+  MoisturePlus 

advanced

PureLine
VitroLine

H 6860 BP
H 6860 BPX

H 7860 BP (PL, VL)
H 7860 BPX (AL)

+MTouch
+Softopen/Softclose
+WiFi
+TasteControl
+SuperVision

+FoodView
+Wireless Food Probe
+MoisturePlus 
advanced

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

90CM BUILT-IN OVENS
H 6290 B H 2890 B (PL) + Softopen/Softclose PureLine

H 6980 BP H 7890 BP (PL) + MTouch
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ WiFi
+ SuperVision

+ FoodView
+  Wireless Food  

Probe
+  MoisturePlus 

advanced

PureLine

Gen 6000 - Gen 7000 Comparison charts

S&P Training | Marketing | Accurate as of 01/10/19 | Strictly internal purposes only
CL = ContourLine, PL = PureLine, VL = VitroLine, AL = ArtLine
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Generation 
6000

Generation 
7000

Key additions
/ highlights

Available  
design lines

STEAM OVENS
DG 6200 DG 2740 (CL)

DG 2840 (PL, VL)
+ EasySensor
+ DualSteam

+ LinenFinish
+ Softopen/Softclose

ContourLine
PureLine
VitroLine

DG 6401 DG 7440 (PL, VL) + DirectSensor
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ LinenFinish
+ Softopen/Softclose

PureLine
VitroLine

STEAM OVEN W/ MICROWAVE
DGM 6401 DGM 7440 (PL, VL) + DirectSensor

+ DualSteam
+ WiFi
+ LinenFinish

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ RapidSteam mode
+ Inverter

PureLine
VitroLine

DGM 6800 DGM 7640 (PL, VL) + MTouch S
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi
+ LinenFinish

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ RapidSteam mode
+ Inverter

PureLine
VitroLine

STEAM COMBINATION OVEN 45CM X 60CM
DGC 6400 DGC 7440 (PL, VL)

DGC 7440 X (AL)
+ DirectSensor
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

DGC 6800 XL
DGC 6800 XL X

DGC 7840 (PL, VL)
DGC 7840 X (AL)

+ MTouch
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+  Wireless Food Probe
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

DGC 6805 XL PLUMBED
DGC 7845 (PL,VL)
DGC 7845 X (AL)

+ MTouch
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ Wireless Food Probe
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

STEAM COMBINATION OVEN 60CM X 60CM
DGC 7460 XXL 
(PL, VL)

+ DirectSensor
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine

DGC 6660 XXL

DGC 7860 XXL 
(PL, VL)

+ MTouch
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ Wireless Food Probe
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine

DGC 6865 XXL PLUMBED
DGC 7865 XXL 
(PL, VL)

+ MTouch
+ DualSteam
+ WiFi

+ Wireless Food Probe
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Mix n Match

PureLine
VitroLine



Generation 
6000

Generation 
7000

Key additions
/ highlights

Available  
design lines

SPEED OVENS
H 6400 BM H 7140 BM (CL) + DirectSensor S

+ WiFi
+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Inverter

ContourLine

H 6401 BMX H 7440 BM (PL, VL)
H 7440 BMX (AL)

+ DirectSensor
+ WiFi

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Inverter

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

H 6800 BM
H 6800 BMX

H 7840 BM (PL, VL)
H 7840 BMX (AL)

+ MTouch
+ WiFi
+ Food Probe

+ Softopen/Softclose
+ Inverter

PureLine
VitroLine
ArtLine

MICROWAVES
M 6262 TC M 7244 TC (PL, VL) + DirectSensor S PureLine

VitroLine

BUILT-IN COFFEE MACHINES
CVA 6401 CVA 7440 (PL, VL) + DirectSensor

+ WiFi
+ AromaticSystemFresh

+  Performance Modes
+ CupSensor

PureLine
VitroLine

CVA 6800 CVA 7840 (PL, VL) + MTouch
+ WiFi
+ AromaticSystemFresh
+ CoffeeSelect

+ Performance Modes
+ AutoClean
+ AutoDescale

PureLine

CVA 6805 PLUMBED
CVA 7845 (PL, VL)

+ MTouch
+ WiFi
+ AromaticSystemFresh
+ CoffeeSelect

+ Performance Modes
+ AutoClean
+ AutoDescale

PureLine
VitroLine

GOURMET WARMER DRAWERS
ESW 6114
ESW 6214

ESW 7110 (CL)
ESW 7010 (PL, VL)

+ WiFi ContourLine
PureLine
VitroLine

H 6980 BP H 7890 BP (PL) + WiFi PureLine
VitroLine

VACUUM SEALING DRAWERS
EVS 6114
EVS 6214

EVS 7010 (VL) VitroLine

Gen 6000 - Gen 7000 Comparison charts

S&P Training | Marketing | Accurate as of 01/10/19 | Strictly internal purposes only
CL = ContourLine, PL = PureLine, VL = VitroLine, AL = ArtLine
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Miele Australia Pty Ltd
ACN 005 635 398
ABN 96 005 635 398

Miele Australia Pty Ltd
Head Office
1 Gilbert Park Drive
Knoxfield VIC 3180
Telephone: 1300 4 MIELE (1300 464 353)
www.miele.com.au

Miele Experience Centre Knoxfield
1 Gilbert Park Drive
Knoxfield VIC 3180

Miele Experience Centre 
South Melbourne
206-210 Coventry Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Miele Experience Centre 
and Office Sydney
3 Skyline Place
Frenchs Forest NSW 2086

Miele Experience Centre Brisbane 
63 Skyring Terrace 
Newstead QLD 4009

Miele Experience Centre Gold Coast
131 Ferry Road
Southport QLD 4215

Miele Experience Centre 
and Office Adelaide
83-85 Sir Donald Bradman Drive
Hilton SA 5033

Miele Experience Centre 
and Office Perth
205-207 Stirling Highway
Claremont WA 6010

Miele New Zealand Limited
IRD 98 463 631

Miele New Zealand Limited
Head Office
Level 2, 10 College Hill
Freemans Bay, Auckland 1011
Telephone: 0800 4 MIELE (0800 464 353)
www.miele.co.nz

Miele Experience Centre Auckland
8 College Hill
Freemans Bay Auckland 1011

Miele & Cie. KG
Carl-Miele-Straße 29
33332 Gütersloh
Postfach, 33325 Gütersloh
Telefon +49 5241 89-0
Telefax +49 5241 89-2090
E-Mail: info@miele.de

This guide is for training purposes only. Information is accurate as of September 2019 and may be subject to change.

https://www.miele.com.au/
http://www.miele.com.au/
http://www.miele.co.nz/
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